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Grid box is divided into 
three landuse categories 
  1. Green Area 
  2. Urban Area 
  3. Water Body 
Simple Biosphere  
including Urban Canopy 
Land Surface (SiBUC) 
 Broadleaf-ev rgreen trees 
 Broadleaf-deciduous trees 
 Broadleaf and needle leaf trees 
 Needle leaf-evergreen trees 
 Needle leaf-deciduous trees 
 Short vegetation/C4 grassland 
 Broadleaf shrubs with bare soil 
 Dwarf trees and shrubs 
 Farmland (non-irrigated) 
10. Paddy ﬁeld (non-irrigated) 
11. Paddy ﬁeld (irrigated) 
12. Spring wheat (irrigated) 
13. Winter wheat (irrigated) 
14. Corn (irrigated) 
15. Other crops (irrigated) 
Irrigation 
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Modeling…Basic concept is to maintain soil 
moisture/water depth within 
appropriate ranges for optimal 
crop growth. 
Application to wheat, corn, soy 
bean, cotton etc… 
New water layer is added to treat 
paddy ﬁeld more accurately. 
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high & low-temp. stress at ﬂowering stage  
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) was used to 
calibrate parameters. 
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Simulation Model for Rice-Weather relations 
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Downward shortwave radiation from Satellite 
Himawari-8 (2015-2022) 
MTSAT-2 (2010-2015) 
Large Impact Small Impact 
Impact of EXAM short-wave radiation 
Impact of EXAM short-wave radiation 
-----: Exp.1 GPV/MSM,   -----: Exp.2 JRA55,   JRA55+EXAM 
Sensitivity experiments to forcing data 
Sites / Function 
w GPV/MSM   w JRA55   w JRA55 + Satellite 
SWn LWn SHF LHF   SWn LWn SHF LHF   SWn LWn SHF LHF 
FHK 
R 
RMSE 
SMF 
R 
RMSE 
TKC 
R 
RMSE 
TKY 
R 
RMSE 
SWn: net short wave rad.,   LWn: net long wave rad.,   SHF: sensible heat ﬂux  LHF: latent heat ﬂux 
Best experiment ! 
Comparison of SiBUC output relative to ﬂux observation 
@ four sites in Japan 
Kotsuki et al. (2015, HRL) Thanks to ASIA-FLUX 
1. Land re-analysis  (a few days behind) 
(with most reliable atmospheric forcing)  JRA55, EXAM, GSMaP_Gauge 
 
2. Land quick estimation (a few hours behind) 
(with quickly available atmospheric forcing)  GPV, EXAM, GSMaP_NRT  
 
3. Short-range weather forecast (one week ahead) 
(with most reliable land state variable)  SoilMois, Tsoil, SWE, etc  
Land re-analysis 
Land quick estimation 
Short-range weather forecast 
  
Land re-analysis & quick estimation  
Food Security Package for enhanced use of satellite-derived products 
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Real-time Land Surface Monitoring @ Chiba-U. 
Re-Analysis (few-days behind) 
EXAM, JRA55, GSMaP/Gauge 
Near Real-Time (NRT) Analysis (few hours behind) 
EXAM, GPV.MSM, GSMaP (GSMaP/Now < NRT < Gauge) 
Near Future (One week Forecast) 
Numerical weather forecast with an atmospherics model  
 Automatic system works 
       @ the Chiba-U. server. 
 
 We will release the outputs 
       after validations 
 
 River-routing model is 
       uncoupled at the moment. 
Higuchi et al. (in prep.) 
Surface Soil Wetness Rootzone Soil Wetness 
Latent Heat Flux Surface Temperature 
1 week weather forecast by CReSS-SiBUC-SIMRIW 
2015/10/22 03JST – 2015/10/29 03JST 
Resolution: 0.04 degree ( 4km) 
Initial: Near Realtime Land Analysis 
SWdown 
 (Downward Shortwave Radiation) 
Tair 
(Air Temperature) 
SM1 
(Surface Soil Wetness) 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
dry dry rainy 
Runoﬀ               (SiBUC) 
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Future Perspective 
 
Real-time ﬂood monitoring 
 
Land surface model 
   inundation models  
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